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Abstract: The mechanical properties and fracture propagation of Longmaxi shale loading under uniaxial
compression were measured using eight cylindrical shale specimens (4 mm in diameter and 8 mm
in height), with the bedding plane oriented at 0◦ and 90◦ to the axial loading direction, respectively,
by micro computed tomography (micro-CT). Based on the reconstructed three-dimensional (3-D) CT
images of cracks, different stages of the crack growth process in the 0◦ and 90◦ orientation specimen
were revealed. The initial crack generally occurred at relatively smaller loading force in the 0◦ bedding
direction specimen, mainly in the form of tensile splitting along weak bedding planes. Shear sliding
fractures were dominant in the specimens oriented at 90◦, with a small number of parallel cracks
occurring on the bedding plane. The average thickness and volume of cracks in the 90◦ specimen
is higher than those for the specimen oriented at 0◦. The geometrical characterization of fractures
segmented from CT scan binary images shows that a specific surface area correlates with tortuosity
at the different load stages of each specimen. The 3-D box-counting dimension (BCD) calculations
can accurately reflect crack evolution law in the shale. The results indicate that the cracks have a
more complex pattern and rough surface at an orientation of 90◦, due to crossed secondary cracks
and shear failure.
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1. Introduction

Shale is a laminated sedimentary rock composed of highly compacted and fine-grained particles of
micrometer to sub-micrometer size, with nano- to macro-scale heterogeneity [1]. Over the last decade,
significant attention has been given to organic-rich shale in the petroleum industry, for its gas-bearing
properties and associated prospects of massive gas reserves [2,3]. However, it is characterized by
low porosity and permeability, thin beds, and strong anisotropy between parallel and perpendicular
directions to bedding, which greatly increase the difficulty of gas extraction [4,5]. The application of
new techniques, e.g., hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling, have significantly promoted gas
production [6–8], which has benefited from the investigation of mechanical properties and anisotropic
brittleness of shale at multiple scales [9–13]. The understanding of fracture generation and propagation
with different bedding orientation remains a key step to successful well drilling (well bore stability) [14].
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Various experimental methods, e.g., electromagnetic radiation (EMR), acoustic emission (AE),
micro-seismic (MS), infrared technique, high speed digital imaging, and computerized tomography
(CT), have been used to analyze the mechanical behavior of rocks (including shale) during uniaxial
or triaxial loading [15–21]. CT scanning has been widely applied in the investigation of damage
propagation since 1997, due to the three-dimensional (3-D) visualization and high-resolution
imaging [22–28]. Kawakata et al. used CT to study the initial mesoscopic damage characteristics of
rock materials, and observed spatial fault development in granite undergoing compression [29,30].
In the experiment, only the damaged specimens, rather than the entire process from crack initiation to
specimen destruction, were scanned, and then observed by 3-D reconstruction of X-ray CT images.
To examine the entire process, Ge et al. investigated rock compression with a real-time CT test [23].
Through the use of the industrial CT images, the rock meso-damage propagation law was revealed. Rock
failure started with micro-pore and micro-crack compression, growth, bifurcation, and development,
followed by fracture. Sun et al. displayed real-time deformation in backfill body under loading
using industrial CT in several slices, and provided insights into the process of faulting [31]. However,
the relatively low spatial resolution and image quality of conventional industrial CT is not suitable for
fine-grained rocks. Furthermore, the 3-D information was not fully captured or used, which limited the
accuracy of further calculation when analyzing with limited slices. Thus, micro-CT with better spatial
resolution became a better option for observing and analyzing micro-cracks in shale [32–34].

In addition, layer orientation and fabric characteristics were generally believed to play major
roles in influencing the mechanical properties and the fracture propagation under unconfined
compression [6,23,35–39]. However, previous studies did not take into account the factor of bedding
orientation, and lacked the comparison of quantitative characteristics of fracture when examining
3-D data of shale cracking process. To reveal the difference of crack propagation in different bedding
orientation, research is needed to perform not only morphological observation, but also quantitative
analyses based on 3-D reconstruction of cracks in different stages.

In this study, we use high-resolution micro-CT to obtain the 3-D data of the fracture propagation
and analyze the geometrical characteristics and complexity of the Longmaxi shale during uniaxial
compression at both 0◦ and 90◦ bedding orientations. The results of our study will be valuable in
providing a theoretical basis for planning drilling operations and enhancing wellbore stability during
hydraulic fracturing processes.

2. Specimen Preparation and Experimental Procedure

2.1. Testing Device

The uniaxial compression tests were performed on a Deben MICROTEST compression stage
installed inside a ZEISS Xradia 520 Versa 3-D X-ray microscope (Figure 1), sometimes called micro-CT,
at the Institute of Geology and Geophysics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China. The micro-CT
has a minimum spatial resolution of 0.7 µm, and an energy range from 30 kV to 160 kV. The collection
rate of the compression stage was 10 points/s, with a maximum load capacity of 5 kN. Mineral analysis
of shale was measured on argon-ion-milled specimens, and examined with a ZEISS Merlin field
emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM), with a Mineral Identification and Characterization
System (AMICS) software package, at the Institute of Geology and Geophysics, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Beijing, China. The spatial resolution of the FE-SEM is 0.8 nm at 15 kV.
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Figure 1. X-ray CT and compression stage.

2.2. Specimen Preparation

The black shale specimens for testing were obtained from a Lower Silurian Longmaxi Formation
outcrop (Figure 2a), located in southeastern Sichuan Basin at Shizhu county, Chongqing, China.
We selected unweathered and unoxidized shale. The bedding planes on a centimeter-level scale
macroscopically obscure (Figure 2b).

To investigate the effect of the bedding plane direction on mechanical property and fracture
propagation during deformation, cylindrical plugs with a diameter of 4 mm were cored from the shale
at the same level, along directions perpendicular to and parallel to the bedding plane (Figure 2c), using
a hollow cylindrical, rotary core bit mounted on a drill press. Cylindrical plugs were then cut to a height
of 8 mm, with the end surface flat and parallel (φ4 mm× H8 mm), having less than ±0.6 mm error.
Finally, the two ends of the plugs were mechanically polished to reduce end effects during uniaxial
compression. For the uniaxial compression test, eight plugs were prepared and divided into two groups.
Four plugs (numbers: SZA1-SZA4) were prepared for loading parallel to the bedding orientation
(0◦ orientation), and the other four (numbers: SZB1-SZB4) were prepared for loading perpendicular to
the bedding orientation (90◦ orientation). We did mechanical polishing and argon-ion-milling on one
cut end of a cylindrical specimen for FE-SEM observation and AMICS analysis.
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2.3. Experimental Procedure

To obtain the micro structure and mineral composition, FE-SEM backscattered electron (BSE)
images on argon-milled specimen surfaces were used. The energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS)
analysis was performed on a 300 µm × 300 µm region coated with carbon film, and mineral
identification and analysis were automatically carried out using AMICS software.

Before uniaxial loading tests, all specimens were wrapped with a very thin polymer film, except
both ends, to insure the integrity of specimens after fracturing. Vaseline was applied on both ends
of specimen to reduce friction and the end effects. Specimens SZA1, SZA2, SZB1 and SZB2 were put
directly under uniaxial compression to obtain stress-strain curves, and to identify the load conditions
which represent the corresponding crack closure and linear elastic stage, and crack damage and
unstable propagation stage. During the loading process on specimens SZA3, SZA4, SZB3, and SZB4,
stress-strain curves were recorded. The specimen displacement was kept unchanged during a 40 min
3-D CT scan. Eventually, the stress was unloaded when specimen failure was detected, and final 3-D
CT scan was conducted. Using these CT images, we restructured 3-D images of the micro cracks at
different stress stages. All specimens were scanned at 90 kV/87 mA. A pixel number of 1024 × 1024
and pixel size at 11.27 µm were used. The loading was carried out at a speed of 0.03 mm/min and a
room temperature of 22 ◦C.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Micro Structure and Mineral Composition

Based on a 300 µm × 300 µm region of a BSE image (Figure 3a), the mineral compositions of
shale specimens were obtained using AMICS (Figure 3b). Clay minerals, albite, and organic-matter
are aligned parallel to the bedding (Figure 3a). The quantitative AMICS results (Figure 3d) show
that the quartz content in Longmaxi Formation shale is approximately 32.62 wt %. Other minerals
include orthoclase (35.42 wt %), plagioclase (albite and oligoclase, 17.33 wt %), carbonates (calcite and
dolomite, 5.99 wt %), clay minerals (illite, 4.73 wt %; chlorite, 0.02 wt %), pyrite (2.97 wt %), and minor
rutile and apatite (0.33 wt %). Brittle minerals (quartz, feldspar and calcite [40]) dominate (88.49 wt %)
the Longmaxi shale. Calculations based on gray-scale segmentation of the BSE image using the ImageJ
program indicate that both organic matter and pores account for about 2.66% of the total area in the
Longmaxi shale (Figure 3c).
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The 3-D micro-CT images of shale specimens before uniaxial loading (see Figure 4) show that
pyrite in the laminae has the highest density, pores have the lowest density, and organic matter is in
between. Pyrite laminae are less than 100 µm thick, which are difficult to see macroscopically, but are
easily detected by CT images. They developed as lens-shaped at diverse positions of both 0◦ and 90◦

specimens, indicating heterogeneity of structure and mineral composition. The volume percentage of
pyrite in specimens SZA3, SZA4, SZB3, SZB4 is 2.58%, 2.09%, 1.89%, and 1.63%, respectively. No visible
original fracture can be seen in the specimens, which provides good experimental conditions for
comparison with crack propagation.
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Figure 4. Three dimensional (columns 1–2) and two dimensional (columns 3–5) micro-CT images of
specimens SZA3, SZA4 and SZB3, SZB4 before uniaxial compression (X: x-axis, Y: y-axis, Z: z-axis).
Bright area denotes high-density substance, and dark area denotes low-density substance. Pyrite is
segmented individually in yellow area. The cross-sectional view shows the center slice of the specimen.

3.2. Mechanical Property Measurements

The stress-stain curves of the Shizhu Longmaxi shale suggest that the shale is brittle (Figure 5).
The curve slope rises slowly during the initial compaction stage. As loading increases, the curve slope
remains basically unchanged at the linear elastic deformation stage. No obvious plastic deformation
stage can be noticed, and it is difficult to identify the yield point. After the loading reaches peak,
the stress falls immediately and steeply, without residual strength after the break-up of the specimen.
Each time the compression process was paused for CT scanning, no further displacement occurred.
This phenomenon of stress relaxation can be seen on the curves, though it had little impact on
numerical results.
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The uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) and Young’s modulus (E) test (Table 1) show that, for the
SZA specimens with 0◦ orientation, the UCS ranges from 103.52 to 174.63 MPa (with an average
at 135.75 MPa), and E ranges from 10.09 to 12.93 GPa (with an average at 11.91 GPa). The UCS
of SZB with 90◦ orientation is in the range of 107.16–155.76 MPa (with an average at 134.67 MPa),
and E is between 8.77 and 11.91 GPa (with an average at 10.70 GPa). The average values of the UCS
and E for specimens at 0◦ orientation are both slightly higher than the average values obtained at
90◦ orientation. In addition, the UCS values at 0◦ and 90◦ orientation are all characterized by large
variation, but there was little variation among E values, supposedly caused by the heterogeneity of
structure and mineral composition.

Table 1. Uniaxial compression of Longmaxi shale specimens SZA and SZB.

Orientation Sample Height/mm Diameter/mm UCS/MPa E/GPa

Axis parallel to
the layer

SZA1 8.43 4.01 145.11 12.93
SZA2 8.09 4.00 174.63 12.29
SZA3 8.56 4.05 119.72 10.09
SZA4 8.52 4.02 103.52 12.31
mean 8.40 4.02 135.75 11.91

Axis
perpendicular

to the layer

SZB1 8.19 4.01 128.41 11.91
SZB2 8.46 4.02 147.35 10.53
SZB3 8.50 4.02 107.16 8.77
SZB4 8.14 4.04 155.76 11.01
mean 8.32 4.02 134.67 10.56

The height-diameter ratio of specimens in this paper is 2:1, with dimensions of φ4 mm × H8 mm,
as this is suitable for high resolution micro-fracture propagation observation in micro-CT and burst
modes analysis.

The average UCS of the Longmaxi shale specimens is 135.21 MPa, which falls in the range of the
UCS (81.9–157.2 MPa) measured by previous studies [14,41,42] using specimens (φ50 mm× H100 mm)
from the adjacent area. E values from current study (11.24 GPa in average, Table 1) are consistently
smaller than the previously measured E values (14.9–44.5 GPa) using φ50 mm × H100 mm specimens.
Also, a previous compression experiment tested φ4 mm × H8 mm specimens showed that the E values
ranged from 4.19–10.38 GPa [32]. Three out of four E values from the previous study are smaller than
the values obtained during current tests. Ruling out the existence of test errors, it is probably a function
of specimen size.

Although the size effect on mechanical properties, especially for rock, is very complicated, it has
been revealed that UCS reduces with an increase in specimen size, following the exponential decay laws
on the basis of majority tests on coal specimens with increasing diameter [43–47]. The elastic modulus
of coal specimens decreased with an increase of diameter by means of a negative power function,
nearly independent of the confining pressure. Since few previous rock compression experiments with
the diameter below 10 mm have been reported, accurate size effects at this scale are still lacking.
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3.3. Cracks Propagation Analysis

The cracks and pores in 3-D reconstructed micro-CT image were segmented using the ORS Visual
image processing software. Firstly, we selected an appropriate threshold for segmentation. Secondly,
a seed algorithm was applied to the connectivity analysis of extracted cracks (connected pores), using
Connected Component Analysis Module in ORS Visual. Finally, the distribution of crack thicknesses
was counted and presented in histograms. However, the threshold segmentation of these micro-CT
images cannot guarantee data accuracy due to nanoscale shale pore size. Cracks were quantitatively
characterized for the samples examined in this paper.

3.3.1. 0◦ Orientation

The crack propagation pattern at different compression stages in SZA3 are presented in Figure 6.
An initial tensile crack appeared when the load stress σ1 = 79.58 MPa (Figure 6a,b). With the load
increasing, a secondary crack occurred when σ1 = 103.45 MPa (Figure 6c,d), while the original primary
crack kept expanding. Finally, two fracture planes and a micro crack appeared in the fractured
specimen at 119.72 MPa (Figure 6e,f).
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Figure 6. Crack propagation patterns at different load stage in SZA3. (a) Specimen at σ1 = 79.58 MPa;
(b) Crack at σ1 = 79.58 MPa; (c) Specimen at σ1 = 103.45 MPa; (d) Crack at σ1 = 103.45 MPa; (e) Fractured
specimen; (f) Crack of the fractured specimen (after σ1 = 119.72 MPa). In (a,c,e), dark area represents
cracks. In (b,d,f), rainbow colors represent the thickness value ranges from low to high, and red means
highest. All crack images are in the same orientation.
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The thicknesses of micro-cracks at different compression stages show a unimodal distribution, as
indicated in Figure 7. At σ1 = 79.58 MPa, the thickness of >99.99% captured micro-cracks ranges from
10.17 µm to 114.38 µm (the rest, <0.01%, have too low frequency to be displayed) and 39.16% of the
micro-cracks are 60–80 µm thick. At 103.45 MPa, the thickness of >99.99% micro-cracks ranges from
10.75–127.66 µm, and the thickness of 49.93% cracks is within a range from 60–80 µm. The increase
of the 60–80 µm thick micro-cracks may be caused by the development of new micro-cracks and/or
the enlargement of the smaller micro-cracks that developed during the previous stage. In addition,
a secondary crack emerged in the middle of the specimen, connected to the primary crack and with a
smaller crack on one side. Of the micro-crack thickness, 99.99% of completely fractured specimens
ranges from 11.83–193.23 µm. The 40–120 µm micro-cracks accounted for 85.65%, indicating that the
micro-cracks of different thickness are distributed more evenly with an increase in load stress.
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Figure 7. The thickness of crack in different load stages in SZA3. (a) σ1 = 79.58 MPa; (b) σ1 = 103.45 MPa;
(c) Fractured (after σ1 = 119.72 MPa); (d) The frequency of all stages at the interval of 20 µm.

As shown by the specimen SZA4 in Figure 8, a micro-crack appeared at the bottom at σ1 = 87.54 MPa
(Figure 8), and its gray value contrast was too small to segment accurately. Therefore, we did not acquire
its individual image and thickness distribution. However, we can determine from the 3-D reconstructed
image that a primary fracture developed through the specimen along the Z-axis. In addition,
a micro-crack developed a branch and cut through in the XY plane. The length and thickness
of the branch expanded more than that of the crack in the original direction. At σ1 = 103.52 MPa,
the specimen ruptured with several tensile cracks, three of which had not passed through the specimen
(Figure 9a). The primary fracture has an oblique angle in the upper part, indicating the existence of
a shear fracture in the 0◦ orientation specimen. Of the micro-crack thicknesses, 99% of the fractured
SZA4 range from 10 µm to 194 µm, with most in the 50 µm–110 µm range (Figure 9b).
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(b) thickness distribution pattern.

3.3.2. 90◦ Orientation

By applying the SZA3 protocol to the group B specimens, we found that the cracks of group B
appeared relatively late, and the fractures tended to form quickly, suggesting a higher crack initiation
stress. The first cracks were seen when σ1 = 103.45 MPa for specimen SZB3 (Figure 10), partly as a
result of tension cracks. Compared to specimen SZA3, the direction of the first crack is not entirely
parallel to that of the principal stress. The thicknesses of micro-cracks at different compression stages
are summarized in Figure 11. The 40–80 µm thick cracks accounted for 66.56% of the total. As the stress
increased, a secondary crack developed and joined the primary crack. The damage progressed by
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further crack propagation, which crossed and connected to the previous ones. These were accompanied
by the micro-cracks oriented parallel to the bedding plane, and followed by the specimen bursting apart.
Since there was a small part of the SZB3 specimen splitting after the specimen fractured, the image of
the primary crack in the -YZ view was not fully displayed after the image cropping process, which
overestimated the number of micro crack >160 µm thick. The thickness of the micro-cracks ranges
from 20 to 60 µm, accounting for 48.15% of the total.

In specimen SZB4, a crack was not observed until σ1 = 127.32 MPa. It developed locally at the
bottom of specimen, branching along the XY plane (Figure 11). The thickness of micro-cracks is
less than 100 µm (Figure 12). When stress reached peak strength, many cracks appeared, with the
thickness increasing to 10.47–361.06 µm. Shear sliding fractures oriented at an angle of about 70◦ to the
horizontal direction, and short parallel cracks can be easily found along the bedding plane orientation.
The mid-value thickness of cracks is higher than that in SZA3 and SZA4.
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Figure 10. Crack propagation patterns of different load stages in SZB3. (a) Crack at σ1 = 103.45 MPa;
(b) Crack of the fractured specimen (after σ1 = 107.16 MPa); (c) crack thickness at σ1 = 103.45 MPa;
(d) crack thickness (after σ1 = 107.16 MPa). Rainbow colors represent the thickness value ranges from
low to high, and red means highest. The cross-sectional views show the center slice of the specimen.

Crack evolution in shale specimens with horizontal bedding planes during compressive
deformation has been reported [33]. Wang et al. observed the spatial changes of organic matter
and pyrite before sample failure and found macroscopic fractures ~20◦ oblique to the loading direction
in an “X” shape. To reduce random error from threshold segmentation of fine-grain shale, we used
connectivity analysis, and focused on crack growth from crack initiation to sample failure. The failure
pattern of specimen at 90◦ bedding orientation, composed of tensile cracks and shear cracks, is similar
to the results of previous reports [33]. Comparing 0◦ and 90◦ bedding orientations, it is shown that
layered structure and weak cementation between layers greatly impact the failure pattern in shale.
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Figure 12. Crack propagation pattern of different load stages in SZB4. (a) σ1 = 151.19 MPa; (b) Fractured
specimen (after σ1 = 155.76 MPa); (c) crack thickness at σ1 = 151.19 MPa; (d) crack thickness (after
σ1 = 155.76 MPa). Rainbow colors represent the thickness value ranges from low to high, and red
means highest. The cross-sectional views show the center slice of the specimen.

3.4. Quantitative Characterization of Cracks

We characterized the crack in volume percentage, surface area, volume, and specific surface area
(SSA) with Connected Component Analysis Module in ORS Visual. The tortuosity was calculated in
the Avizo Tortuority Module, and the fractal dimensions were analyzed by MatLab software with
the segmented and binary CT scan images. The results are listed in Table 2. Clearly, the volume
and surface area of cracks increased as the cracks developed. Furthermore, the volume of fracture
in specimen at 90◦ bedding orientation is higher than that of 0◦ (Figure 13a), along with the higher
average thickness. The following section will focus on the change of SSA, tortuosity and fractal
dimension during uniaxial compression.
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Figure 13. Quantitative characterization of cracks in shale specimens. (a) The fracture volume and
fracture area at different specimens; (b) SSA and tortuosity at different load stages of each specimen.
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Table 2. Quantitative characterization of cracks in shale specimens.

Specimen
Number Load Stress

Quantitative Characterization of Cracks

Volume
Percentage/%

Surface
Area/µm2 Volume/µm3 Specific

Surface/1/µm Tortuosity Fractal
Dimension

SZA3
79.58 MPa 1.14% 9.25 × 107 8.91 × 108 0.104 1.637 2.123
103.45 MPa 1.60% 1.27 × 108 1.16 × 109 0.109 1.679 2.208
119.72 MPa 6.70% 3.51 × 108 4.96 × 109 0.071 1.228 2.442

SZA4
87.54 MPa / / / / / /
103.52 MPa 4.95% 2.37 × 108 3.49 × 109 0.068 1.459 2.383

SZB3
103.45MPa 6.02% 1.63 × 108 4.65 × 109 0.035 1.210 2.345
107.16 MPa 14.40% 4.61 × 108 1.07 × 1010 0.043 1.240 2.537

SZB4
151.19 MPa 0.25% 3.04 × 107 2.63 × 108 0.115 3.336 /
155.76 MPa 6.72% 2.91 × 108 5.01 × 109 0.058 1.471 2.510

3.4.1. Crack SSA and Tortuosity

Specific surface area (the surface area per bulk unit volume) and tortuosity are important macroscopic
pore structure parameters of porous material [48–50], which can reflect structural properties of the cracks
in shale [51]. In this study, the tortuosity is defined as the ratio of the length of the path and the distance
between its ends along z-axis [52] (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Centroid path of tortuosity module. The illustration of Avizo Tortuosity Module: first it
computes c(i) of each slices z(i) of the image, then it computes the path length through l = ∑d(i) and
eventually divides it by the number of slices H = z(n)− z(0) along z-axis.

Although SSA and tortuosity are positively correlated at different load stages, they display
different patterns in different specimens (Figure 13b). For specimen SZA3, the tortuosity of fracture
slightly increased, with a new crack developing, then reduced when load stress reached the peak
strength of the specimen. Likewise, the tortuosity of specimen SZB4 declined sharply as local cracks
grew and became fully fractured. The tortuosity declined as fracturing completed, except for a slight
deviation in specimen SZB3. This specimen ruptured with a small part splitting at σ1 = 103.45 MPa
(Figure 10), which enlarged the surface area of the entire fracture, and probably caused the slight
increase of SSA and tortuosity.

Tortuosity is commonly used to describe diffusion in porous media. In our case, it can reflect the
morphological changes of fracturing at different layer orientation. Moreover, the analysis would have
significance for promoting shale gas extraction during hydraulic fracturing.

3.4.2. Crack Fractal Dimension

To develop fracturing technology in shale reservoirs, understanding the complexity of fractures
in shale is essential. Given that different fracture modes occur in two group of shale specimens,
the box-counting dimension (BCD) was used to characterize the fracture. BCD is one of the most
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common methods for defining fractal dimensions, because its mathematical calculation is relatively
simple, and it has intuitive physical significance. Therefore, BCD was applied to characterize roughness
and self-similarity in an image [24,53].

Defining a cube core which is accomplished by fully covering the specimen with a series of small
boxes with a bottom edge length of r, and the number N of boxes containing cracks and pores. As the
box side length r increases/decreases, the box number N changes. According to the previous definition,
when lgN and lgr are projected in an orthogonal logarithmic coordinate system, the slope is the box
dimension (D) of the cracks. The formula is defined as follows [54,55]:

D = − lgN
lgr

(1)

where, r is the measured unit size, N is the number of boxes, D is the BCD. The fractal dimension of a
two-dimensional image is between 1 and 2, while that of a 3-D image is between 2 and 3. The higher
the value of D, the more complex the crack will be.

We selected an appropriate threshold value and binarized the cracks of micro-CT image using
ImageJ. We picked a cube of 256 × 256 × 256 pixels from center of the specimens and calculated the
3-D BCD from binary images of CT slices, which are listed in Figure 15. The results show good linear
relationships between lgr and lgN (R = 0.998 average), which confirm the credibility of 3-D BCD values
in reconstructed CT images. As the loading increased in SZA3, 3-D BCD increased from 2.12, 2.21 to
2.44 (Figure 16). The same pattern also appears in SZB3, indicating that the complexity of fracture
increased both in the 0◦ and 90◦ bedding orientation specimens during the uniaxial compression. Thus,
the 3-D BCD can accurately reflect the crack evolution law of shale specimens, the result of which is
consistent with the CT scans.
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Figure 15. The lgN-lgr scatter plot at different load stages of each specimen (A3-1: SZA3 at σ1 = 79.58 MPa,
A3-2: SZA3 at σ1 = 103.45 MPa, A3-3: SZA3 at fractured; B3-1: SZB3 at σ1 = 103.45 MPa, B3-2: SZB3
at fractured).
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Figure 16. Crack BCD in different load stages of each specimen (A3-1: SZA3 at σ1 = 79.58 MPa, A3-2:
SZA3 at σ1 = 103.45 MPa, A3-3: SZA3 at fractured; A4: SZA4 at fractured; B3-1: SZB3 at σ1 = 103.45 MPa,
B3-2: SZB3 at fractured; B4: SZB4 at fractured).

Furthermore, the 3-D BCD for 0◦ bedding orientation is 2.44 and 2.38, lower than that of 90◦

bedding orientation of 2.53 and 2.50 (Table 2), suggesting that the cracks produced in 90◦ bedding
orientation are more complex and heterogenous than the 0◦ orientation. It is speculated that the group
A specimens (0◦ bedding orientation) rupture along the bedding direction. Consequently, most of the
fractures are simple, smooth and vertical. Collectively, tension-shear cracks tend to be failure pattern
cracks in group B specimens (90◦ bedding orientation), with more secondary cracks running along the
primary crack. Even though the cracks of the group A specimens occurred earlier than those of group
B, they are connected to each other as the load increases, which decrease in complexity, and lead to
lower fractal dimensions. The comparison of fracture complexity at 0◦ and 90◦ will contribute to a
better understanding of fracture propagation and failure patterns at different layer orientation.

4. Conclusions

(1) The Longmaxi shale specimens are characterized by a high content (88.49 wt %) of brittle minerals
and low porosity (organic matter and pores account for about 2.66%), as tested by mineral
composition analysis on a 300 µm × 300 µm region of a BSE image using AMICS. The mineral
grains are highly compacted and are distributed in laminae. During uniaxial compression,
the Longmaxi shale does not have any inelastic range on the stress-stain curve, showing typical
brittle fracture characteristics. The UCS values of shale show great variation, ranging from
103.52 to 174.63 MPa, probably caused by the heterogeneity of structure and mineral composition
at millimeter-scale.

(2) The micro-CT images during loading can reflect the evolution of the micro-/meso-cracks in the
shale specimens. At 0◦ orientation, the fracture begins with a single crack, which then expands
and bifurcates into many secondary cracks. As loading stress increases, more micro cracks
develop and gradually connect to the primary crack or form new cracks, some of which cut
through the specimen, mainly as tension cracks. In the specimens at 90◦ orientation, the first
crack appears throughout the specimen, though not vertically. More cracks cross or join during
the loading process as tension-shear cracks oriented at an angle of about 70◦ to the horizontal
direction, with a few parallel cracks occurring along the weak consolidated bedding planes.
The average thickness of cracks at 90◦ orientation is higher than that of 0◦.

(3) The loading force at which the initial crack occurred is dependent upon the orientation. The initial
cracks at 90◦ orientation were observed to occur at higher loading forces, and later than that at 0◦

orientation, and most appeared close to peak strength.
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(4) The quantitative characterization of cracks was conducted on the segmented and binary CT scan
images. The specific surface area per volume and tortuosity are positively correlated at different
loading stages. The crack images from CT scan have obvious fractal characteristics. The 3-D BCD
increased as crack propagation progressed, and can be used as a quantitative parameter of the
crack evolution. Furthermore, the 3-D BCD for 0◦ bedding orientation is 2.44 and 2.38, lower
than the 90◦ bedding orientations of 2.53 and 2.50. The results suggest that the cracks produced
in the 90◦ bedding orientation specimen is more complex than that of 0◦ orientation, due to the
crossed secondary cracks.
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